The ultimate objective of cryptocurrencies is to become a payment system substituting, complementing, or competing with the existing conventional fiat-based payment systems. Irrespective of whether such an objective could be accomplished, the functional similarities between certain cryptocurrencies and fiat money has persuaded competent authorities of certain EU Member States to grant payment institution licenses to cryptocurrency exchanges. At first blush, granting such an authorization would seem to be a step forward as it would bring otherwise unregulated cryptocurrency exchanges within the scope of the existing payment regulatory framework. However, such an authorization not only faces major legal challenges related to the definition of a payment institution, but also introduces new lesser-known risks. Aside from the semantic and definitional issues, authorizing cryptocurrency exchanges as payment institutions can bring activities and instruments -with a different risk profile than that of conventional payment instruments -within the scope of payment systems. It appears that such risks embedded in those instruments cannot be fully addressed under the existing payment laws. This paper studies two examples of unattended risks under the cryptocurrency-exchange-as-paymentinstitution regime. The first risk concerns the use of untethered, non-convertible, illiquid and volatile settlement assets for settlement purposes in cryptocurrency exchanges. The second risk concerns the risks associated with finality of settlements arising from the use of probabilistic finality in some of the most popular cryptocurrency blockchains. Given that in the conventional payment institutions central bank money or commercial bank money is primarily used as the settlement asset, such risks have already been addressed or otherwise taken for granted, however, in cryptocurrency exchanges, the risks involved in the settlement of liabilities with an illiquid and volatile asset relying on probabilistically final settlement mechanism cannot be dealt with by the existing applicable regulations. As the risks cannot be addressed within the current European payment regulation framework, an alternative policy option would be granting a special license to cryptocurrency businesses or introducing ring-fencing mechanism to protect the conventional payment systems from the risks of cryptocurrency payments.
Introduction
The advent of bitcoin in 2009 gave rise to a whole host of various cryptoassets having different features with oftentimes hybrid nature, which allows them to be used as a means of payment, 1 investment, 2 and access. 3 The multiple use-cases of such tokens led to a surge of interest in studying cryptocurrencies among regulators ranging from banking, securities, and commodity markets regulators to financial crime enforcement agencies. 4 Despite the skepticism about the economic functions of bitcoin as money or currency, 5 cryptocurrencies used for payment purposes or payment tokens are evolving into a viable medium of payment at least in certain virtual environments. From among several hundred cryptocurrencies, bitcoin, as the most popular and largest cryptocurrency in terms of its market capitalization is increasingly coming under the radar of the regulator in charge of banking and payment institutions.
From among the efforts aimed at bringing cryptocurrencies within the regulatory net, licensing requirement has been considered as the first natural step. However, it was not evident which type of license to be issued for engaging in cryptocurrency activities. In certain jurisdictions, such as in New York, where Bitlicense is issued, regulators decided to create a specific license for such activities. As is the case with many legal issues, making a determination on issuing such an authorization or license often boils down to whether cryptocurrency exchanges can fall within the definitional parameters of payment institution. However, what is often overlooked in such a discussion is the potential risks that this authorization would pose to the conventional fiat-based payment systems. Although on their own, cryptocurrency service providers and exchanges function as parallel payment rails, issuing payment authorizations would inerasably integrate them in the payment infrastructures and would allow them to piggyback onto the conventional payment systems. This paper argues that such licensing would result in increased levels of exposure of conventional payment systems to cryptocurrency service providers and exchanges.
This paper first studies the semantics of issuing payment institution license to cryptocurrency exchanges and questions the underpinning of such a licensing based on the textual interpretation of the relevant directives and regulations. Second, it studies the volatility of the settlement asset and the risks it creates when cryptocurrencies are used as ultimate settlement asset for discharging gross or net liabilities. Third, it turns to studying the finality of cryptocurrency settlements. The highlight of the latter two parts are that even if the European payment services laws were fully applicable to cryptocurrency exchanges, such exchanges would be subject to idiosyncratic risks that would not be addressed under the current legal regime applicable to payment institutions and systems. Finally, the paper concludes that from among different policy options, issuing a payment institution license for cryptocurrency exchanges conducting their final settlements in cryptocurrencies is the least attractive policy option as it would increase the exposure of the fiat-based payment systems to cryptocurrency payment service providers.
This paper is only concerned with the tokens used for payment purposes that are similar in function to fiat money. More specifically the focus of the paper is on bitcoin, which has a probabilistic finality model for the settlement of its transactions, and which is the most well-known and the largest cryptocurrency in terms of market capitalization. Despite the focus on bitcoin, the analysis of this paper would apply, with varying degrees, to many other cryptocurrencies that exhibit features that are considerably closer to currencies or commodities than investment contracts (securities).
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European regulatory framework for payment institutions
Risks in the traditional fiat-based payment systems include credit risk, liquidity risk, operational risk, legal risk, and systemic risk. 9 To address such risks, payment systems in Europe rest on an edifice of robust 8 The arguments about probabilistic finality only applies to bitcoin and those cryptocurrencies relying on probabilistic finality, but the arguments about the volatility and illiquidity and the problems arising from semantics applies to all tokens. vis-à-vis wholesale payment systems (handling low volume, large value payments). The latter type of regulatory bifurcation has its root in the difference in the nature of the risks involved in the retail and wholesale payments. For example, the risks in the retail payments mainly stems largely from information asymmetry and certain externalities that give rise to issues such as consumer protection. An additional driver has been the fragmentation in the provision of payment services within the EU. These problems have put the Commission in the driver's seat within the efforts to integrate the retail payments in Europe with the aim of creating a single market for payment services. 10 In contrast, given the importance of the wholesale payments for the conduct of monetary policy and ensuring price stability, and their potential financial stability implications, the European System of Central Banks (ESCB) has been leading the regulation and oversight of such systems.
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The ESCB's competence in the area of payments includes ensuring safe and efficient payment systems, which consists of the provision of facilities and the exercise of oversight powers. 12 Within this system, the Eurosystem has the authority both in a centralized and decentralized manner (by the European Central Bank (ECB) and National Central Banks (NCBs) respectively) to oversee retail and wholesale payment systems.
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In doing so, the ECB has developed regulations, guidelines and decisions, for the wholesale payment systems to address operational, liquidity and counterparty risks as well as settlement finality risks. In general, more rigorous regulatory and oversight standards, which provide for the legal certainty on collateral & finality of settlements, are applicable to the wholesale payment systems, and systemically important payment systems (SIPS) such as Target2 (Trans-European Automated Real-time Gross Settlement Express Transfer System), T2S (Target2-Securities), CLS (Continuous Linked Settlement).
Likewise, within the retail payment systems, more stringent prudential standards are applicable to systemically important retail payment systems (SIRPS).
14 In addition to the laws and regulations applicable to the wholesale payment systems, there is a wellestablished legal framework for the retails payment systems. Within this framework, a subset of the laws At the moment, the risks of using cryptocurrencies as a payment instrument for large value payments (e.g., inter-exchange payments) include operational risks, liquidity risks, and legal risks. The sources of such risks lie in two idiosyncratic aspects of cryptocurrencies such as bitcoin. One is the settlement finality risk stemming from the probabilistic finality of settlements and the risks of fork formation leading to possible double-spends. The second risk stems from the fact that bitcoin and certain other cryptocurrencies might not be sufficiently liquid to pass muster with the liquidity standards applicable to assets playing the role of a settlement asset in a sophisticated Large Value Payment System (LVPS).
As will be discussed, the above-mentioned European regulatory framework for payments does not seem to be applicable to the payments made using cryptocurrencies. 16 Despite the inapplicability of the payment laws to cryptocurrencies, certain Member States have decided to grant payment institution license to cryptocurrency exchanges as the authorization of payment institutions rests with the home Member State.
These attempts have been underway because the licensing authorities wanted to extend the application of the existing payment services regulatory framework to cryptocurrency service providers. Although such attempts were successful in bringing certain aspects of cryptocurrency business within the regulatory net, they leave out certain important aspects that can pose risks to the conventional payment systems in the long
run. In what follows, the paper highlights the increasing exposure of conventional payment systems to cryptocurrencies that such authorizations would bring about and that would affect conventional payment systems in ways that would eventually trigger further regulatory actions by regulators, supervisors or central banks.
15 Information asymmetry often give rise to concerns about consumer protection, which are often dealt with measures such as prohibition on blending in interchange fees. 16 Except those rules applicable to financial fraud or financial crime. 
Emerging interconnections between conventional payment systems and cryptocurrencies
Granting payment institution licenses to cryptocurrency exchanges faces one major legal challenge regarding the definition of a payment institution. Although at first blush, authorizing cryptocurrency exchanges as payment institution would seem to be a step forward in the sense that it would include otherwise unregulated cryptocurrency exchanges in the scope of regulation, and would apply otherwise non-applicable payment rules to cryptocurrency exchanges, granting such licenses brings activities and instruments with different risk profiles that may not be adequately addressed under conventional payment laws, including the Payment Services Directive 2 (PSD2). In particular, the major risks concern the illiquid, volatile, untethered and non-convertible settlement asset and the concerns about the finality of the settlements in cryptocurrencies relying on probabilistic settlements.
Payment institution license and definitional issues
At least indirectly, one may surmise that the decision to grant a payment institution license is backed by the reasoning that cryptocurrencies are money. In its communiqué on virtual currencies, dated 14 February 2014, the relevant Luxembourg regulator, i.e., Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF),
states that ""virtual" currencies are considered as money, since they are accepted as a means of payment of goods and services by a sufficiently large group of people…". The CSSF continues to point out that virtual currencies are "scriptural money as opposed to cash in the form of banknotes and coins. The scriptural nature does not require a tangible writing, similarly to electronic documents or signatures that do not require paper. Virtual currencies may thus be electronic money, but not necessarily within the meaning of the European Directive 2009/110 which provides for a definition of electronic money limited to its own scope."
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As the above excerpt suggests, it seems that the discussion about the moneyness of cryptocurrencies has been a decisive factor in granting payment institution license to cryptocurrency exchanges. However, there has been much dispute about the nature of cryptocurrencies and whether they can be categorized as money.
Currently, cryptoassets face a crisis of identity. 18 The increasing proliferation of cryptoassets adds additional layers of complexity to such a problem, as such assets differ widely from one another. assuming the full applicability of the payment services laws to the cryptocurrency exchanges, such exchanges would be subject to idiosyncratic risks that would not be covered under the current legal regime applicable to payment institutions and systems. The two such idiosyncratic risks are the risks associated with the reliance of cryptocurrency exchanges on an illiquid and volatile settlement asset whose convertibility to central bank money (CeBM) is not guaranteed and the risks associated with the settlement finality within certain major cryptocurrency blockchains.
Liquidity and volatility of the settlement asset
Payment and settlement systems often use assets bearing the least credit and liquidity risks as their settlement asset. This is particularly important within the wholesale payment systems, where an otherwise illiquid settlement asset or an asset having counterparty risk would create systemic implications for the SIPS. For example, in Europe and the euro area SIPS operators must ensure that the final settlements of the one-sided payments in euro takes place in CeBM. 51 The same requirement applies to settling two-sided payments or non-euro one-sided payments, where practicable and available. If CeBM is not used, the operator should ensure that the settlement asset for money settlements be of little or no credit and liquidity risks. 52 For settlements in commercial bank money (CoBM) certain conditions are imposed on the SIPS.
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Against this background, there are two idiosyncratic aspects to cryptocurrencies compared to fiat money that create specific risks, which cannot be addressed by granting payment institution licenses to cryptocurrency exchanges. Under current legal framework and commercial practices, in domestic fiat-based systems, either the CeBM, which is the unit of account, or the CoBM, which is convertible at par to CeBM, is used as the settlement asset. This ensures that there is virtually no volatility risk associated with the settlement asset. However, although under bitcoin, there is virtually no counterparty risk, the concerns about illiquidity and volatility remain valid. To understand this, it is important to contrast the liquidity profile of bitcoin to fiat money, both CeBM and CoBM. However, a virtually hard cap or inflexible supply schedule on the number of bitcoins begets price volatility in response to demand shocks, making bitcoin a hard sell as a unit of account. Therefore, the elimination of inflation risk comes at the cost of price volatility. In addition to the risk of price volatility, such limitations would effectively remove the possibility of having a lender of last resort (LOLR). 57 The absence of LOLR means that unlike CeBM or CoBM, bitcoin exposes users to the risks associated with price volatility as well as illiquidity. In addition to the fixed supply schedule of certain cryptocurrencies, as the cryptocurrency exchanges offer bidirectional flows between fiat money and cryptocurrencies, market participants have an easy way out to fiat money, which could give rise to the extreme volatility of the settlement asset in cryptocurrency payment systems in times of illiquidity.
Unlike bitcoin, CoBM (or bank-issued IOUs representing a claim against a commercial bank in CeBM) is a claim against the issuer. This difference in nature entails that cryptocurrencies are also different from
CoBM in terms of their risks profile. This means that CoBM has a certain degree of counterparty default risk. However, in terms of monetary policy, bitcoin is dissimilar to CoBM, which is demand driven and very much responsive to the demands for credit.
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In addition to the risks associated with the settlement asset, cryptocurrency payments are mainly gross and (near) real time. Hence, they may be subject to substantial liquidity risks, as is the classic problem with . 56 This cap can also be changed in the protocol if there is sufficient consensus. It seems that such a consensus would be very hard to come by. Although each cryptocurrency (bitcoin) has a limit on its total number, there is no limit on the cryptocurrency brands that could be issued. Currently, there are more than 2,000 different cryptocurrencies and proliferation of such currencies are likely to lead to suboptimal or unstable equilibria and affect price stability. See: Daniel R Sanches, "Bitcoin Vs 58 The same applies to the quasi-money created by the shadow banking system. due to the extra time needed between the execution of an order and the final settlement of obligations. As bitcoin uses real-time gross settlement mechanism, it eliminants counterparty risks, but it requires higher levels of liquidity. Recently, there has been move towards the 'hybrid' RTGS systems used extensively today in order to achieve the best tradeoff between the risks and rewards of the RTGS and DNS systems.
Furthermore, the monetary economics of bitcoin seems to put further pressure on its use as a wholesale settlement mechanism as bitcoin tries to bring together three features of decentralization, fixed money supply and sufficient liquidity. In other words, it strives to become a decentralized, liquid and capped currency. However, it seems impossible to have full decentralization, fixed money supply, and sufficient liquidity simultaneously.
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In the banking system, to fend off the liquidity risks, banks have developed several lines of defense. They often establish liquidity policies that limit the extent of the maturity transformation. Banks also acquire committed credit lines from other banks, 60 or they borrow from interbank repo markets. On top of all internal and external measures comes the government safety nets. 61 In this framework, liquidity problems are often dealt with in a centralized manner. For example, in the eurozone, the ECB offers LOLR services (equivalent to Fed's discount window) through the marginal lending facility. 62 The reason that the ECB can be the LOLR is that it has access to unlimited sources of liquidity. However, in the bitcoin network, the predetermined supply schedule and fixed money supply rules out the possibility of an ultimate liquidity provider.
The mounting interest in creating stablecoins in the cryptocurrency industry in 2018 showed the importance of price stability to a settlement asset and an effective medium of exchange. However, most of these attempts were limited to using collateralization techniques to create safety and stability giving birth to 63 Although some stablecoin projects, such as Basis, 64 are being structured on the algorithmic central banking model, which provides for price stability using flexibility in money supply, it is unlikely that stablecoin experiments would succeed in the presence of a credible CeBM with a long-established reputation for price stability. In the case of cryptocurrencies based on algorithmic central banking, it is hard to imagine their success in the absence of a long-established reputation of price stability.
Where the cryptocurrency exchanges licensed as payment institutions, which are intertwined with the regulated payment institutions and use an illiquid, highly volatile and unconvertible settlement asset without access to LOLR facilities, become large enough, they may effectively function as contagion channels for the shocks of originated from cryptocurrency ecosystems to conventional banking and payment systems. 65 Needless to say, the increasing number of payment institution licenses granted to cryptocurrency exchanges would increase the magnitude of the interconnectedness of the cryptocurrency payments with the conventional payment systems. In this case, one policy option for central banks or other NCAs would be to require the separation of cryptocurrency payment systems from conventional regulated payment systems on prudential grounds. 66 In addition, the ECB may cut access to its infrastructure for the credit and payment institutions that have exposures to cryptocurrency exchanges or payment institutions.
It is worth mentioning that although cryptocurrencies would be prone to liquidity risks, as of yet, there has been no documented risks to the conventional payment systems posed by illiquidity in cryptocurrencies.
However, the probability of such system-wide events cannot be ruled out in the future.
Finality of settlements
Another major risk about the payments made by cryptocurrencies, which may not be covered by the existing payments law, concerns the probabilistic finality of certain cryptocurrencies such as bitcoin. The finality of payments and settlements on the Bitcoin blockchain is probabilistic due to the likelihood that the most recent transactions embedded in the blockchain may be undone, or bitcoins maybe double-spent mainly due to a formation of a fork. 67 This probability is a function of the block height, meaning that the probability of undoing transactions embedded in the blockchain depends on how deep the transaction is recorded in the blockchain. As more and more blocks are built on the Bitcoin blockchain, the lower the probability of undoing the embedded transactions, and as it gets deeper and deeper in the blockchain, the probability becomes infinitesimal as the Proof-of-Work (PoW) algorithm of the Bitcoin protocol 68 ensures that the extrinsic investment in expended energy would act as a 'thermodynamic guarantee of immutability'.
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Therefore, it is safe to assume that the transactions are final after six confirmations, as undoing six blocks requires a very high investment in energy. 70 To reduce the uncertainty about the settlement finality especially within the first sixty minutes, the industry has developed its own commercial customs.
Depending on the wallet used, as soon as a transaction is broadcast to the Bitcoin blockchain, the receiving wallet receives a notification confirming the receipt of a payment, but the payment is considered final after six confirmations.
In the debate about the probabilistic finality, it is important, however, not to confuse two different aspects of transaction finality: actual, technical, or de facto finality, and legal or de jure finality. The technical settlements on the Bitcoin blockchain is probabilistic, so is the actual settlement with cash and any other means of electronic payments, as there is always the possibility of taking the cash back by using brute force or reversing the transaction due to a technical failure in the payment system, including that of a central bank. However, the near impossibility of a de facto finality does not necessarily mean that the payment is not legally final, in the sense that legal challenges cannot invalidate the payment ex-post. In other words, de facto probabilistic finality does not necessarily mean de jure probabilistic finality and vice versa. 71 The difference between settlements with conventional payments vis-à-vis the settlements within the blockchain with probabilistic finality is that the settlement on the conventional payment systems enjoys legal protections, whereas there is no legal protection as to the finality of the settlements on the Bitcoin blockchain.
Although the case law may evolve and presume settlement finality after six confirmations for private-law purposes, given the potential for systemic risk arising from the ambiguity as to the finality of payments, such issues may better be dealt with ex-ante within a regulatory framework, as is the case with conventional payment and settlement systems. However, under the current payments law, the laws ensuring settlement finality (e.g., the Settlement Finality Directive), 72 which require payment and settlement systems to specifically define the moment of entry and irrevocability of the orders and transactions, do not seem to be applicable to payments made by cryptocurrencies. 73 The lack of legal protection in itself may entail systemic implications if the cryptocurrency markets become sufficiently large and more sophisticated products and services develop around them.
The concerns about probabilistic finality and the absence of legal protections might be reduced as certain developments, such as the Lightning Network, 74 may significantly diminish the use of Bitcoin blockchain for large volume, low value transactions. But such developments may eventually increase the number of large value, low volume transactions on the Bitcoin blockchain. In addition, it seems that most transactions in cryptocurrency exchanges take place through book entries rather than using blockchains to transfer tokens, however, inter-exchange and inter-wallet transactions go through the relevant blockchain.
Therefore, at the time of writing, due to transaction batching used for discharging inter-exchange liabilities, which is essentially similar to the DNS system, the number of transactions that settle on the blockchain does not appear to be large, however, the amounts that would be settled remain sizeable. In other words, these inter-exchange markets exhibit the attributes of an LPVS, where the systemic risks are prevalent. If cryptocurrency markets become sufficiently large, these markets would become the Achilles heel of the cryptocurrency industry due to settlement finality risks as well as the volatility and illiquidity of the settlement assets. As these types of risks are not addressed under the current laws and regulations, granting payment institution license would allow the risks stemming from probabilistic finality to permeate from cryptocurrency ecosystem to fiat payment systems. At the moment, it is not clear if the cryptocurrencies become large enough, whether regulators or even central banks would be able to readily deal with such risks.
Summary and conclusion
This paper discussed the potential risks arising from authorizing cryptocurrency exchanges as payment institutions. It argued that such a licensing strategy faces several challenges. In addition to the problems arising from semantics and textual interpretation of the existing laws, which entail that cryptocurrency exchanges do not fall within the definitional ambit of payment institutions, the paper identifies idiosyncratic risks associated with the cryptocurrency payments that cannot be fully addressed even assuming the full applicability of the payment services laws to the cryptocurrency exchanges. Two prominent examples of such risks are the risks associated with the illiquidity and volatility of the settlement asset in cryptocurrency payments, and the risks arising from the probabilistic finality of the settlements in blockchains relying on indeterministic or probabilistic finality.
Granting payment institution license only covers those risks that are prevalent in the fiat-based payment systems. For example, the risks associated with illiquidity and volatility of the settlement asset are traditionally dealt with by requiring the use of primarily CeBM or -if not available or practicable -CoBM as the settlement asset, especially in wholesale payment systems. Settlement finality risks are also addressed by the specific rules and mechanisms enshrined in the Settlement Finality Directive and the Financial Collateral Directive by introducing specific moment of entry and irrevocability of the orders and transactions and exempting the financial collateral (including cash collateral) from bankruptcy procedures respectively. At the moment, neither the above directives nor other relevant regulations appear to be applicable to cryptocurrency payments. Thus, the existing payment regulations do not address the problems that are specific to cryptocurrencies and might arise from the idiosyncratic features of settlements made by cryptocurrencies.
As for the settlement finality risks, the settlement finality directive and the financial collateral directive could eventually be revised to include cryptocurrencies. However, regarding the risks in the use of unstable and illiquid settlement asset, given that in certain cryptocurrencies such as bitcoin, for all practical purposes, there is no possibility of a flexible supply schedule, such risks cannot be effectively dealt with by legal mechanisms or policy tools.
From among the policy options of issuing a special license, allowing cryptocurrencies to run as parallel payment rails alongside the existing payment system without a specific license (subject to ring-fencing), 75 and issuing a payment institution license, the latter seems to be the least attractive one as it would increase the exposure of the fiat-based systems to cryptocurrency payment service providers. Therefore, instead of shoehorning the new innovative payment instruments into the traditional payments regulatory framework, issuing a new type of license other than a payment institution license to cryptocurrency exchanges and service providers, which could take account of the specific nature of risks and their potential wider implications for the conventional payment systems, would be the appropriate long-term policy option.
